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Abstract

We were experimenting with 2D graphics support for UN*X shell programs in a Microsoft Windows 
Mingw environment and came out with this interesting little gadget. It doesn't refresh very fast but is 
perfect for quite a few academic situations where you have to see some graphics output from a text-
based program. It doesn't work very well but it doesn't crash and works very much like a TV screen. 
Multiple displays can be viewed in different windows under Windows 8/9/10.

Note: this is a prototype...a working Alpha version that can be evaluated.



Theory of Operation

The methodology is incredibly bandwidth-intensive (a good 9 MB/sec continually running over the 
RAM-based filesystem buffering) but it does what it says: outputs a VGA resolution (or higher) series 
of video frames from a command line program (ie. Win32 console application or Mingw shell-based 
UN*X program). We tried various other approaches with less success.

If you can output a series of image files from your program, you can run GC to view the resulting video
“stream”. You just install the GC graphics client on your Windows 8/9/10 PC and run GC in its own 
window.

Producing the Image Frames

By adding a graphics library (like GD or GC's matching “Graph.c” library) to your code you can build 
up graphics files (yes, files as in filesystem, not true streams) that express the resulting video you want 
to see. In the example above, we used a database of several XYZ points rendered to a 2D BMP file.

The images supported are any that are supported by a basic Windows picture box control (ie. JPG, 
PNG, BMP, GIF, WMF,etc but we have well tested on BMP).

You can see an video demo of it at: 
https://woodystanford.tinytake.com/sf/MTQzMzc5NV81MTIwNTYz

You keep overwriting a single filename with the current graphic frame.

Establishing the Link

To get GC to connect to the sequence of image frames, you just type in the single filespec that the 
graphic files are being written to. On a modern Windows PC (we hope that there will be UNIX versions
of GC developed at some point because it is a pretty solid idea) the filesystem is sufficiently RAM-
buffered to allow a stream-like video to show on the GC graphics client.

AND THAT'S IT! Seriously, it is that simple. Just hit the Start Display button after typing in the 
graphics file filespec in the text box at the top of the screen and it just keeps updating the display.

Viewing the Resulting Stream

Adjust the window such that it approximates the aspect ratio of the original graphics and place it on the
desktop at a convenient location. You can also run multiple instances of it. Its perfect for keeping an 
eye on simulations you are running from console-based utilities.

Source Code Example

Using Graph.c (GC's matching graphics library) we can do the following:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

https://woodystanford.tinytake.com/sf/MTQzMzc5NV81MTIwNTYz


#include "graph.c"

main()
{

   initgraph3(); //initialize the graphics subsystem

   clrscr(0); //clears viewport0 to black

   setcolor(0,255,255,255); //sets current color to white
   circle(0,100,100,50); //draw a circle
   line(0,50,100,150,100); //put a cross in it
   line(0,100,50,100,150);
   textout(0,50,200,"Circle with Cross",2); //write a label under it

   writebmp("ccross.bmp",0); //write viewport0 to file ccross.bmp

}

By looping this process (building new images and outputing them to a single file with writebmp() ) you
can view the resulting “stream” with the GC graphics client.

Here is a great little primer on Graph.c and GC:

https://www.raspberrypi.org/forums/viewtopic.php?f=67&t=175498&hilit=2d+graphics+realtime

Downloading Source Code Examples and GC itself

By visiting this page, you can download the GC Windows Installer and a ZIP file that contains coding 
examples that you can immediately compile in C/C++ that you can evaluate if this is right for you.

https://woodystanford.wordpress.com/downloads/

Differences Between Version 1.0 and 1.1

The main difference is something called “event handling”.

Some users wanted rudimentary interaction with the GC back in their UN*X program, so we pass back 
mouse click and key press events to the original CLI program via the filesystem. This allows basic GUI 
like operations as buttons on the display and text entry/kbhit type operations to be performed. Not 
necessary to implement but there if you need it.

It doesn't sounds like much but you can do some interesting things with this feature. We have an 
example that allows the screen to be paused by mouse clicking a button on the display.

https://woodystanford.tinytake.com/sf/MTQ3MTIzMV81MTk1Mjg3

If you need additional technical information on this feature contact us directly at 
woodystanford@yahoo.com .

mailto:woodystanford@yahoo.com
https://woodystanford.wordpress.com/downloads/


Appendix A

More Examples

Most simulations I think are “iterative” in that they need to loop with which to perform the operation it 
was designed to do. Here is a short program that introduces this looping aspect.

All it does is animate a blue circle that travels across the screen (perfect for testing your setup):

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

#include "graph.c"

main()
{

int a;

   initgraph3(); //initialize the graphics subsystem

//main program loop
for (a=40;a<600;a++)
{

   clrscr(0); //clears frame in preparation for next frame draw

   setcolor(0,0,0,255); //sets current color to blue
   circle(0,a,sy/2,40); //draw a circle

   writebmp("circle_anim1.bmp",0); //write frame viewport0 to file 
}

}

Copy and paste this code to a text file named circle_anim.c.

To compile with Mingw (http://mingw.org/) you just type (into a cmd.exe command prompt window):

gcc circle_anim.c -o circle_anim.exe -lm

Make sure that your GC graphics client is installed and running in Windows.

Type in the complete filespec of the circle_anim1.bmp file in the text box at the top of the GC window 
and click the “Start Display” button. Adjust it to what you are comfortable with.

and execute the C program by typing:

circle_anim

(assuming the cmd.exe Windows command prompt).

If everything is connected up correctly you will notice your shell script/program controlling what 
appears in the graphics client.

http://mingw.org/


Appendix B

GRAPH.C functions

Here is a complete (current) list of the available functions that you can call in graph.c . To use, 
remember you have to call initgraph3() first at the top of your main function.

initgraph3() : initializes your graphics subsystem

clrscr(int vp): clears the given viewport

setcolor(int vp, int r, int g, int b): sets the current color for viewport vp

getpixel(int vp, int x, int y, char *r, char *g, char *b): returns the color 
of a pixel

putpixel(int vp, int x, int y): sets the color of the specified pixel to current color

bar(int vp, int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2): standard bar function

bar2(int vp, int x, int y, int w, int h): standard bar function but with width, 
height

line(int vp, int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2): standard line function

circle(int vp, int x, int y, int r): standard circle function (x,y) center, r= radius in 
pixels.

textout(int vp, int x, int y, char s[], int fs): niffty little text out function, fs 
doubles, triples, etc the fontsize. Puts string s at location (x,y)

writebmp(char *fname, int vp): outputs the specified viewport as a BMP file


